A theory for the nonlinear optical response of an assembly of four level atoms representing an s-p transition, with dipole-dipole interactions is developed. Simulation results for two-pulse ultrafast four wave mixing measurements in atomic clusters and in liquids demonstrate that the electronic density of states can be obtained by combining absorption and four wave mixing experiments. We show that a sensitive direct probe for interatomic interactions and correlations is provided by reversing the pulse time ordering in a photon echo sequence. The effect of nuclear motions on the linear absorption spectrum is investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear spectroscopy of neat liquids, atomic and molecular clusters, concentrated solutions, and mixed crystals poses some formidable theoretical challenges.'." Considerable progress has been made in off resonant measurements which probe nuclear motions in the ground electronic state.3-8 Off resonant four wave mixing is equivalent to linear response since it can be expanded in terms of a single time correlation function, which in turn be handled using the theoretical arsenal developed for the latter. ' The situation is however very different for resonant techniques which depend on the coupled motions of electronic excitations and nuclei, and constitute a much more complicated many-body problem." Similar questions appear in the analysis of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.'t The interpretation of nonlinear optical measurements such as photon echo and pump-probe spectroscopy of a system of dilute chromophores in the condensed phase (e.g., doped crystals, and dye solutions at low concentrations) is traditionally made using the Bloch equations.8 Concepts such as dephasing (T2 processes) and homogeneous vs inhomogeneous line broadening can be easily incorporated in these equations. ' The simplicity and the tremendous physical insight gained from the Bloch equations make them attractive to try to model more complex systems using the same framework. However, it is not at all clear whether that is useful for systems such as neat clusters which have many nuclear and electronic states.
A more systematic approach has been to characterize the system in terms of coupled anharmonic (exciton) oscillators. This is a direct generalization of the Drude (harmonic oscillator) model for linear response." $'3 Nonlinear signals for ordered assemblies (nanostructures) of two level atoms were calculated using this approximation. 14,15 Both frequency domain and time domain techniques have been investigated.
In this article we generalize these treatments in several respects. We consider a more realistic model of polarizable atoms with four (rather than two) electronic states; we thus properly include space degeneracy. We further allow for arbitrary geometry and show how nuclear motions can be incorporated. A closed form Green function expression for the optical signal is developed and applied to analyze two pulse ultrafast measurements. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the model, in Sec. III we present the exact Green function expression for the third order response. These are then used in Sec. IV in a simulation study of the photon echo response of clusters and liquids. In Sec. V we consider another four-wave mixing measurement which uses a pulse configuration identical to the photon echo, except that the relative time ordering of the two incoming pulses is reversed. The signal then no longer shows an echo. Nevertheless, it provides a unique background-free probe for intermolecular interactions, since it is induced entirely by theseinteractions. Nuclear motion is incorporated in Sec. VI and its role is discussed.
II. LINEAR OPTICAL RESPONSE OF INTERACTING s-p ATOMS
We consider a system of four-level atoms interacting via dipole-dipole interactions. The following analysis applies to small clusters as well as to liquids. Each atom has a ground s state and a triply degenerate excited p state, separated by . an optical transition frequency 0,. The model does not apply to atomic hydrogen since then the excited state has a fourfold degeneracy involving 2p and 2s orbitals. The single atom level scheme can represent alkali metals (e.g., Na) where the excited state s and p orbitals are well separated. However, in the present work we do not allow for electron delocalization (exchange interactions) so that the model does not represent an alkali metal either. We chose this as a simple model for describing many-body effects in assembhes of polarizable atoms, including exciton dynamics and nuclear motions. In this respect it can be applied to rare gases, and whenever needed we use parameters of Ar.
We assume the following Hamiltonian:16 J. A. Leegwater and S. Mukamel: Four wave mixing in polarizable clusters f ~(B,,)"'=-(n-ir)(~,,) "' H= c ~uLr+ c JncGmpb-nm)(B~pB,, ,tLT n<m,cYp -t BkPmp) +%ci-2 E,J'mna 0)
Here,
and Bt and B are creation and annihilation operators for the s-p system at atom il.-The index n. runs over the atoms and LY runs over the internal degrees of freedom, cr=x,y,z. B;f, changes the state of atom n from the ground state s to the excited state pa. J represents the interatomic dipole-dipole interaction,
As indicated by the superscript (l), Eq. (6) is linearized in the field and describes the linear response, 2 y is the exciton decay rate (inverse lifetime), which is introduced here phenomenologically. (***) denotes the quantum average, which is the expectation value with respect to the ground (vacuum) state with no excitons.
J ,ra,m&-nm) = -P&u, l
The effect of nuclear motions on the optical nonlinearities is a complicated problem even for the simplest case of a single chromophore in a medium.18 Here we use a semiclassical approach and assume that the electronic degrees-of freedom affect the nuclear motions only through an effective Hamiltonian. We do not allow for different pending on the number of excitons present in the system. J(t) is the exciton coupling matrix at a given nuclear configuration r,(t). The positions and velocities of the atoms follow the classical equations of motion,
where Sis the Kronecker delta, and ,Z is the magnitude of the transition dipole moment. The dipole coupling in Eq. (1) conserves the number of excitons (The Heitler-London approximation17). H nucl is the Hamiltonian of the nuclear degrees of freedom (4) F,= -C VnV(rnm), m Finally the last term in Eq. (1) represents the interaction of the electric field at I-,* which is polarized in the CY direction (I?,,,,) with the electronic polarization operator P,, .
The commutation relations for the B operators are somewhat peculiar. The most convenient way to find them is by studying the action of the B's on the basis Is), Ip,), Ip,), and Ip,). We immediately find that Bzlp,) = 0, and, using this, also that B,Bi = 0. We then have htJ&l= &n~4zp-@&,,-4&L),
where N, ~= ZZ$~$,,, counts the number of excitations of atom n (0 or 1). For n #m they commute and behave as bosons. The second and third terms on the right-hand side represent deviations from a boson character. The second (B+B) term corresponds to a collection of three two level systems on the same atom. Equation (5) shows that an s-p atom is not identical to a collection of three two level atoms on the same site, but contains an additional nonlinearity since each atom can carry only one excitation. This additional nonlinearity is given by the N, term in Eq. (5), and contributes to the nonlinear response. It can be probed, e.g., through the dependence of the signal on the polarization of the incoming beams. The results presented here are valid for the simple two level system as well. the only change is that the vector indices &reek letters) can then only take on one value.
(B,,(t))=~a,n'a'(t,t,)(Bnlal(t,)).
The Green function Y is the time ordered exponential propagating the system from tl to tZ1
Xexp, -i I f d~J,wz,lt~d4 . 
where C.C. denotes the complex conjugate.
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where V(r) is the ground state interaction.
We next introduce the single exciton Green function which gives the solution of Eq. (6) in the absence of the electric field E,,=O, i.e.,
Equations (8)- (10) are written for a given initial condition for nuclear motions (a single trajectory). The macroscopic polarization of interest is obtained by taking the configurational average of S? We shall denote the average over configurations and nuclear motions by an overbar
After averaging over nuclear motions, the response function depends only on the time difference t -tl , P(')(t)=. I t dtlXna,nlLul(t-t*)Enlal(tl).
--m
For the response function x we have
+G,*onr&-~dl~,z~r with G(t-rl)=eqt,rl).
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III. GREEN FUNCTION EXPRESSION FOR THE THIRD ORDER RESPONSE
We next calculate the third order nonlinear polarization
which can be expanded in the form" (see Fig (16) In order to calculate the response function, we start by writing the Heisenberg equations of motion for the polarization. We have shown previously'4 that the calculation of 5% requires the dynamics of single exciton states represented by B as well as of two exciton variables BB. Therefore terms of normally ordered products of three and four B's are irrelevant for the third order response and we have and f ; (B,,) 
Equations (18) and (17) together with Eq. (6) constitute a closed set which can be used to calculate the third order response function. The solution of these equations requires in addition to the single exciton Green function V introduced earlier [Eq. (9)] also a two exciton Green function Zrepresenting the solution of Eq. (17) in the absence of the field E=O, i.e., --(B,,B,,,r(t!)=~~~ynr,r,,rr,n,m,Nl(t,t,)
(we adopt the convention that repeated indices are summed over).
FIG. 1. The delay times occurring in the three time response function R(t, ,t2,tl). The solid lines represent the external pulses, which are applied at times q , TV, and r3. The dashed line is a third order response at time t. For a stationary system the response depends only on the time differences ~,=T~-T,, ~**T~-T~, and t3=t-,r3. The solution of &. (18) yields to third order in the applied electric fields ~~~,n,,,a,,,,n,,a,,,n,,a,(t,r3 ,r2,q) ~~a,n~~~u~~~,n~~d~,n',pr(t,r3,r2,71) = . 'Y,,,,,,tp(t, r3) "'u"',ll"u",n',u' (hq,r2,d (20) +~~,,a,,~,,,(r3rr1)~~~~~~,n~~a~~(r3,r2!1,
where the local nonlinearity [the last term on the right-hand and the nonlocal nonlinearity [the fourth and the fifth terms side of Eq. (18) Since the motion of the particles is taken into account by the Green Eunctions, effects related to nuclear motions such as pure dephasing are included here, and will show up after these expressions are averaged over the ensemble of nuclear degrees of freedom.
Performing the ensemble average we finally obtain P;?(t) = J;dr, l;dt&-dh XR, , , , , , , a, , , , n, , ru, , , n, , al(t3rt2, t, )En, , , , , , , XE,~,,(y,,(t-t3-t2)En,(y,(t-t3-t2-tl),
where R n u,n "'u"', lt"l+", lt ' , a r(t3 J2Jl) Note that the averaged response function is invariant to translation of time and depends only on the three time intervals t1=r2--r1, t2zr3-r2, and t3=t-.r3 (Fig. 1 ). The response function R ( t3 , t2, t 1) gives the polarization resulting from three very short (impulsive) pulses. It contains all the information necessary for calculating any third order experiment. The only approximation made in the present derivation is the classical treatment of nuclear motions. Otherwise our treatment is exact, and all nonlinearities of the model are systematically included.
We have used the Green function expressions to calculate the impulsive four wave mixing spectroscopy of small clusters and liquids. We consider a simple setup with two ultrafast pulses with the time delay P (Fig. 21 ,
where Eal is centered around t = -r, and E,+ is strong, and centered around t=O. We shall be interested in the signal generated at the wave vector k,=2k2-kl and frequency ws=202-wl with polarization LY$. The technique carries different information depending on the sign of the time delay r. In the following two sections we consider separately the r>O (Sec. IV) an& 7-CO (Sec. V) cases.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE TWO PULSE PHOTONECHO
For r>O (pulse 1 first) this experiment is known as the two pulse echo. By invoking the rotating wave approximation (RwA) we neglect terms oscillating at optical frequencies and obtain for r>O, SW, ;f,r) = I@(& ;t, d12, (26) to hold the laser pulses have to be long enough that the rotating wave approximation holds, yet short enough that they can be considered as "almost delta" pulses. We have kept the full dependence of the signal on the pulse polarizations ai, a2, and the polarization of the signal aS.
As an application of these formal expressions we studied the photon echo of a small cluster using a Monte Carlo simulation. In this experiment a short pulse is applied at a time ~.~ t = -7 (we take-all the pulses and the signal to be polarized along the x-axis). Due to the inhomogeneous broadening the polarization will rapidly dephase. At t 70 a second pulse interacts with the system, initializing, among other effects which are not important here, a rephasing which causes the polarization to reappear at time t = 7, an echo. In terms of the three-time response function R the echo appears as a distinct peak in R(t,O,T) whenever t=r.-
The traditional analysis of photon echoes is made using a two level model with inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening." This may be reasonable as a first approximation for a cluster or a liquid, but as the broadening of the linear absorption line is caused entirely by the intermolecular interactions among chromophores (rather than by the interactions with optically inactive bath molecules), this model does not apply. We reverted to simulations to explore the possible formation of an echo in clusters of s-p atoms. Our prime motivation was that for the frequency domain response, cooperative effects were-found to have a considerable effect on the magnitude of optical nonlinearities,' 4~'5 and using the present approach we can address this question in the time domain. For this we take the infinite mass limit of Eq. (10) so that nuclear motions can be ignored. Then the Green functions become exponentials of matrices. Though there are many analytical approximate approaches for the one exciton Green function, we have simply calculated the exponential numerically. While this limits us to studying small clusters it is guaranteed to produce exact results.
The two-exciton Green function is considerably more difficult to evaluate. For lattice calculations we found it convenient to use the scattering, or T matrix representation.i4 While this reduces the number of degrees of freedom from 9N2 to 9N, we have found that for small clusters it is more convenient to diagonalize the two exciton coupling matrix (9 N2 X 9N2) numerically.
We use the Lennard-Jones form for the interaction potential V(r)=4~[(rla) -12-E[ (rlc)-6]. All the fields are assumed to be linearly polarized along the same direction. We studied an ensemble of clusters at a temperature T" = kBT/c=0.2 (corresponding to 16 K for Ar) consisting of 7 s-p atoms interacting through the Lennard-Jones interaction. The ensemble of configurations were created using a molecular dynamics program where after a short thermaliza-FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the two pulse four wave mixing experiment. The system interacts with two pulses with wave vectors k, and k,, centered at times -r and 0, respectively. The signal with wave vector k,= 2k,-k, is observed at a time t. For T>O this technique is known as the photon echo. For 7<0 the signal is induced by intermolecular interactions .   FIG. 3 . The absorption spectrum of a cluster of 7 Lennard-Jones s-p atoms at T*=0.2. The frequency scale is J=y2/u3. I~~ ,,11, "'11""111",'l","" 30 (4 c VI n ~,~l~I,1Y~ A" ' " tion period, a "box potential" was slowly turned off. The temperature was controlled by monitoring the average kinetic energies, and scaling the velocity if needed. The cluster center of mass velocity was set to zero. Liquid simulations were done by a single run of a tbermalized sample. In Fig. 3 we present the linear absorption spectrum, and in Fig. 4 we display the photon echo signal obtained from Eq. (20) infinite number of cluster limit, except for some very small details. Separating contributions into one originating from the local nonlinearity R"' and nonlocal nonlinearity R("'), we find that the former is dominant, whereas the nonlocal nonlinearity merely gives a background which is much weaker and does not show an echo character. The signal can be measured experimentally using fast detection schemes. Alternatively, heterodyne detection may be used to monitor the time dependence. Since the local nonlinearity whose evaluation requires the one exciton Green function seems to dominate the photon echo, we can therefore study considerably larger systems, such as liquids.
In Fig. 5 we display the photon echo for a liquid, computed in a way similar to the clusters, except that more particles (256) were involved, periodic boundary conditions were used and only the local nonlinearity was considered. Again we find a well defined echo signal. While this calculation considers only the single exciton band, it does keep (large) two exciton contributions, but those are treated in a factorization approximation.14 The number of configurations samples was 58. Due to the finite number we expect that some of the smaller details of the results for liquids are due to simulation noise. As for liquids most curves only are structured on a large frequency scale (see Fig. S) , the finite FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7 for a liquid. spectral resolution due to our sampling does not affect the main features of these spectra.
The photon echo result predicted here is nontrivial. After diagonalizing the Liouville operator, the system formally behaves as a set of oscillators with a certain distribution. In contrast to an inhomogeneously broadened system, the nonlinearities couple all the oscillators, and even the very presence of an echo should not be taken for granted.
The most interesting question is what microscopic information can be extracted from the photon echo experiment. As the signal is an average over many configurations, a study of the eigenfunctions for individual configuration could shed little light on this. We have considered the response in more detail. rn Fig. 6(a) Inspired by these analogies, we have found simple physical interpretation for OUT simulations. The linear absorption spectrum is given by Zb)=C (~(~j-~)l(~=01~j)12), ( 
29) j
where Oj is the energy of state j, IGj) is its eigenfnnction, and Ik) = Z$~lO). Here (k= 0 1 #I) represents the transition dipole of the jth electronic state. Fig, 11 for a liquid. The same conclusion holds. 
FIG. 12. As in
Using standard expressions2"' we can always recast the response function R [and 9(o) ] in terms of sums over all global (electronic plus nuclear) states of the system. Such expressions are not practical for actual computations since the number of terms is very large and a complete calculation of all the states is a formidable task. Nevertheless they are still useful to get some insight. Each typical term in the sum requires four interactions with the electric field. Making a statistical assumption that all states contribute more or less equally, and that different states have a random sign of the transition dipole, we can argue that 9(w) should at least qualitatively behave as the following quantity:
FIG. 14. The density of states for a N=256 liquid at T*=0.8, n =0.85 (solid) compared to spectroscopic observable I'(o)/H(w) (dashed) of the same state point. This is the density of states scaled by the transition dipole moment to the fourth power. In Figs. 9 and 10 we compare H(w) with q(o). The striking similarity confirms our conjecture. The Fourier transform of the echo correlation function Eq. (30) is a complex function and in general we can recast it in terms of its modulus IV!1 and phase 4, i.e.,
The phase, which can be measured using heterodyne detection schemes, is displayed in Figs. 11 and 12 .
Is this a viable way to obtain the density of (electronic) states using purely spectroscopic experiments? To answer this question we performed simulations for Z '(o) /H(o) ; the results are presented in Figs. 13 and 14 . If the ratio of (p4) and (p2)' does not depend on frequency this quantity will be proportional to the density of states. As is obvious from the figures this is perfectly realized for a liquid, and is a very good approximation for a cluster. Even though the features of H are small, we have verified that these conclusions are real and not due to the small number of clusters used.
V. NEGATIVE DELAYS: AN UNAMBIGUOUS SIGNATURE OF INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
When the order of the two pulses in the echo experiment is reversed (i.e., setting r<O) the nature of the signal completely changes. When applied to a simple multilevel system {e.g., s-p atom) we find that it can no longer show an echo. In fact, for an isolated two level system the signal vanishes identically within the rotating wave approximation (RWA).'l For these reasons this particular configuration is much less common and it does not even have a name! Nevertheless, we found it to be an interesting probe for intermolecular interactions. To show that, we need to examine more closely the survivin terms under the RWA. We find that only one of the terms RB"r), Eq. (22) 
I
In these expressions the polarization dependence was kept. Simulation results for an iv'=7 cluster and 60 are presented in Fig. 15 . What makes this configuration particularly interesting is the fact that the entire signal is induced by intermolecular interactions. This could form an important new technique for probing intermolecular motions in liquids. 4 detailed microscopic interpretation of the signal remains to be developed.
VI. PHOTON ECHOES AND NUCLEAR MOTIONS
So far all our calculations were performed in the infinite mass limit where the nuclei are frozen on the relevant time scale. We have recently studied the role of nuclear motions on the absorption spectrum-in fluids at gas-phase and liquid densities.= We shall now incorporate nuclear dynamics into the calculation of photon echoes. For computational simplicity we have considered only the local nonlinearity term. Our previous calculations in the static limit suggest that the nonlocal term makes a very small contribution to the echo signal.
The photon echo response function is now given by -R(t,0,4= c ~~,,,~,Ct,7)(1+S,,)~~,,,,,n,(0,7). n,nJ n",a
The Green function is approximated in a manner similar to the approximation developed in Ref. 22;  In evaluating the velocity average of the product of two Green functions it is a reasonable approximation to factorize, and do the averages independently. This is because the time scale involved in the decay of the signal is about a factor of 2 smaller than the mean free time. After one mean free time the velocity has changed to essentially an unrelated velocity. While this approximation may be off by a factor of 2 in the prefactor multiplying t4 in the exponent, in terms of time this is accurate to within 20%. For the Green functions in Eq. (36) we use FIG. 15 . Two pulse four wave mixing signal for N=7 cluster and negative delays for two delays, r--S (solid) and T= -20 /dashed) . The large signal for very short times has attained the infinite cluster limit value, but the signal for larger times has only converged to its overall magnitude. The small scale details in this figure are not reproducible and represent Enite sampling size. >p ncr,ny?it) =c J?E exp k (37) While the echo signals depend on the delay time, we can use the predicted e-" dependence to extrapolate to t=O. We can then use the result of the previous section to obtain the density of states. In Figs. 16 and 17 we present simulation results for an N=7 cluster. The variation with 7 reflects dephasing induced by nuclear motions.
In conclusion, we have derived a general expression for the nonlinear optical response of s-p clusters and liquids Fig. 16(a) , but here we scaled the various amplitudes to the same maximum in order to show more clearly the effects of nuclear motion. There is some structure, but it is not very apparent.
whichincludes two level systems as a special case. This has allowed us to establish the existence of a photon echo even in very small clusters. We find that the local nonlinearity has by far the largest contribution and shows a clear echo. We find cooperative effects in the time domain to be less important than for a CW experiment.
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